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attitude of parents and teachers to children is most im-
portant in this respect, for if children love and respect then-
elders they tend to look on them as omnipotent and to
accept external authority implicitly. It is not that the
acceptance of external authority is necessarily wrong—
indeed, it is a stage in moral development—but it must
in its turn give place to the individual's ideal of good
conduct.
It is clearly seen that the Me in a free modern school
makes the right environment for a child far more possible
than did that of the ordered directed day in the formal
school. In his play, in Ms communal project or occupation,
in his free discussion and his individual work the modern
child learns the pleasures and pains and responsibilities of
social life. In a free class a child spoilt her painting because
the last child who had used the brush had left it dirty.
The rest of the children grieved with her and decided that
for the future all brushes must be cleaned before being
put away. They saw that it was done.
A child who had found that he gained consideration at
home by being unwell became a gay, happy worker in a
class where they were making a railroad, mainly, I think,
because he turned carter, using his own cart for the purpose,
and was much sought after to help. Here his desire for
power was satisfied in a legitimate way. No one, indeed,
who has heard a child of three helping to clear a table saying
1 Aren't I being useful' should fail to realize how easy it
is to utilize a child's love of feeling important.
Such training should not end when a child leaves the
junior school Such activities as organized and team
games, the supervision of the younger children by prefects,
sach social duties as faH to the lot of monitors are not
sufficient. It is, of course, a great reform that in most
schools the scholars are now given much more responsibility
for their own work ; it is hardly possible nowadays for a
"who is told that she will fail Matriculation if she

